Simultaneous chirality transfer and structured aggregation of a cyclopeptide in a liquid crystal.
We report the finding that a chiral cyclopeptide dissolved in a nematic liquid crystal (LC) host could aggregate in a manner that is controlled by the texture (LC director configuration) of a cholesteric phase that is induced by the cyclopeptide itself. On one hand, with the fingerprint texture, where the helical axis formed by rotating LC molecules, that lies in the substrate plane, the cyclopeptide can use the LC texture as a template to aggregate and form long-range-ordered ribbons that mimic the helical configuration of the LC director. On the other hand, with the planar texture, where the helical axis is normal to the substrate plane, the cyclopeptide can migrate into the "oily-streak" defect regions of the cholesteric phase and stabilize a network of defects that dictates the electrooptical response of the LC. This is the first example of a molecular species exhibiting such a structured aggregation and defect stabilization effect in a cholesteric LC, but similar phenomena were previously reported for platinum nanoparticles and silica colloidal particles, respectively, dispersed in a cholesteric LC host. This study provides more evidence for the potential interest of exploring LCs as an anisotropic medium for mediating the aggregation and assembly of cyclopeptides.